LANDSUPPORT IN PORTICI
A SUSTAINABLE JOURNEY

THE CONTEXT
LANDSUPPORT is a Horizon 2020 research project funded by the European Commission. It aims
at developing a web-based, free, open-access
GeoSpatial Decision Support System (S-DSS) devoted to reconciling agriculture, environmental
sustainability and policy implementation. The
S-DSS will contribute to the development and
implementation of land use policies in Europe,
and it will promote an integrated and participatory approach towards rural development and
environmental policies. This will allow, among
others, the evaluation of trade-offs between different land uses.

PORTICI

The project involves 19 partners from 10 countries (Italy, Austria, Hungary, Germany, Spain,
France, Belgium, Slovenia, Malaysia and Tunisia).
LANDSUPPORT started in May 2018 and will finish
in April 2022. Its results will be presented during
a closing conference and the Save Our Soils
Workshops (Workshop aiming at bringing together science and policy) in Portici (close to
Naples, Italy), on 26-27-28 of April 2022.

THE STAKES
LANDSUPPORT partners and stakeholders will
travel from all over Europe to attend the final
conference and workshops in Portici.
This document aims at helping partners ensure
that their trip to Portici fits the sustainability values supported by the LANDSUPPORT project.
4 main sustainability themes are of interest :
■

Transportation infrastructures:
supporting train and bus rides over planes







■

Sustainable tourism:
supporting environmentally-conscious, locally-owned touristic infrastructures and activities (housing, restaurants, visits)

■

Agriculture:
supporting organic, local, seasonal, plantbased food

■

Zero plastics:
fighting plastic pollution by banishing single-use plastics
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THE CHALLENGES
Here below are listed a series of actions that
could be implemented during this journey to follow our environmental pledges. Their goal is to:
■

Lower the CO2 footprint of the journey

■

Avoid contributions to plastic pollution

■

Share best practices by showing positive
examples to our partners and professional
circles

Compared to traditional, unsustainable actions,
these alternatives are likely to require:
■

A higher financial contribution

■

A higher level of planning

Nevertheless, our contribution to the environment is priceless and fully in line with the Landsupport main themes.

TRAVELING TO NAPOLI: TRAIN AND BUS VS. PLANE AND CAR
Transportation modes can have a very different
carbon footprint.

Source: https://ourworldindata.org/travel-carbon-footprint

To reduce their CO2 footprint, partners can
decide to travel to Portici by train or by bus, rather
than by plane or by car. Once in Portici, partners
can favour moving around by foot and public
transportation, rather than by car.

STAYING IN NAPOLI AND VISITING AROUND

The website www.anm.it gathers information
on all transportation means (metro, bus/tram,
funicular…) in Naples and its surroundings. Maps
of the metro and of all transpiration means are
available on the website.

In Naples, partners can:
■

Support locally-owned companies (for accommodation, restaurants, transportation,
visits);

To help partners evaluate their contribution
to the environment, various CO2 footprint
calculators are available on the internet, such as
Carbonfootprint.com .

■

Support sustainable touristic practices
(through activities in line with sustainable
development and that do not harm biodiversity, water resource or the land)







The LANDSUPPORT platform raises awareness
about the benefits of sustainable tourism and
agro-tourism for the land.
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ONE EXAMPLE: ACTeon PARTNERS TRAVELLING FROM COLMAR (FRANCE) TO PORTICI BY TRAIN
Nicolas and Sarah who work for ACTeon (France) will travel from Colmar to
Portici by train:
■ T
 ime: the one-way trip will last 1 day (10 h). Nicolas and Sarah will board
three trains, depart from the north-east of France, cross the Alpes through
Switzerland, into Italy and finally arrive in Naples. By comparison, flying
from the nearest airport to Naples would take ½ a day.
■ B
 udget: a return trip Colmar-Naples by train, for one person, costs
approximately 300 euros more than by plane.
■ C
 O2 footprint: the return trip Colmar-Portici by train will produce 35
times less CO2 per person than by plane (around 6 kilos of CO2 per
person by train, compared to 219 kg of CO2 by plane).
FOOD
Nitrate and pesticide leaks in the food and
the environment are highly damageable for
human health and biodiversity conservation.
The LANDSUPPORT platform serves to discuss
how to reduce their uses and support better
agricultural practices.

The Landsupport organisation team will make
sure to contribute to locally owned, organic
business. For instance, they proposed participants to attend two dinners on Tuesday 26 and
Wednesday 27 based on these principles.

Our objectives are to:
■

Favour organic food

■

Favour local and seasonal products

■

Favour plant-based food. Fish and meat
should be sustainably produced (e.g.
through a label)

AVOIDING SINGLE-USE PLASTICS: LIST OF
THINGS TO BRING ALONG
■

A reusable water bottle to be filled in with
tap water (when possible)

■

A travel cup: to avoid takeaway coffee single-use cups

■

A shopping bag, such as a cotton tote bag

■

Metal or bamboo cutlery, but also travel-size
containers (e.g. a Tupperware or small cotton bags to store food) to eat on the go

■

Solid, biodegradable toiletries







ZERO PLASTICS
The LANDSUPPORT partner ACTeon is the coordinator of the European EU4OCEAN coalition,
which works towards better understanding the
human influence on the ocean and the ocean influence on humans through the “OceanLiteracy4All” project.
ACTeon encourages all LANDSUPPORT partners
to support its efforts for ocean protection by
banning single use plastics from its daily uses
and reduce as much as possible the use of plastics in general.
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